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The road looked promising on the map...

	

And they say we don't have changing colors with the seasons! Here you can see various shades of the oncoming brown, along with

some stubborn pieces of green here & there.

Click on the image for a better view. Summerhill is the usual route. This looked really promising, but doesn't exist.

No big hills today; I decided it made sense to do an easier ride with Kevin, ahead of his first regular Tuesday/Thursday Kings ride in

two months (tomorrow morning). I thought it might be fun to chart a loopy course from Woodside to our Los Altos store using roads

less-traveled. So, instead of the usual run along roads that roughly parallel 280 and Foothill, we went "high" and tried the route

shown on the map on the right. Click on the thumbnail for a large-enough image that you can see where it goes.

What we discovered is that there's no connection between Oak Knoll Circle and Dawson Drive. A very close inspection of the map,

something I obviously didn't do when plotting out the route using BikeRouteToaster, does in fact show a "gate" symbol in the

middle of the connecting link. Well, maybe. We didn't even see a trail leading to a gate!

But no matter, it was still a fun ride on quite a few roads new to Kevin, and hopefully just what the doctor ordered for keeping him

loose and wanting to ride more.

			

				

			

				

				There&#8217;s supposed to be a road here. According to a few on-line maps anyway.
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				Lots of women out on the road today, but most just a bit older than Kevin.

				

			

				

			

				

				Warm but not really hot. Mostly in the mid-80s today.

				

			

				

			

				

				Close-up of a hillside going through a change of color.
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